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In this paper we answer questions of Arhangel’skii and Michael by providing an example of a 
regular symmetrizable spslce which is not subparacompact and has a closed subset which is not a 
C&set. We also use the idea of sequential arder to obtain some positive results, and several 
examples are provided wfsicb show that these results are in some sense the best possible. 
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8. Introduction 
A sylnmettic on a set X is a function d :X x X + R such that 
(I) d(x,y)aOandd(x,y)=Oiff x=y; 
(2) d(x, y ) = d(y, x) for all x, y E X. 
If x E X and y > 0, let B(x, y)= {y E X 1 d(x, y)< y}. A topological space X is 
said to be symmettizable if there exists a symmetric on X such that U c X is open if 
and only if whenever n E U there is a y > 0 such that B (x, 7) c LT. 
Symmetrizable spaces have been studied by many autl;tors, too numerous to 
mention here. In the first countable case, this class ha>, proved to be a very 
worthwhile generalization of Moore spaces. 
However, in the non-first-countable case, basic questions regarding G&--sets and 
covering properties have remained unanswered: 
1. Must every point of a symmetrizable space be a G6-set? 
2. Must every closed subset of a symmetrizable space be a Gs-set? 
3. Is every symmetrizable space subparacompact (i.e., every open cover has a 
s-discrete refinement)? 
The first two questions were asked by Michael in a Ltter to Arhangel’skii, and 
the third by Arhangel’skii [I]. These qeustions have been asked in the literature 
repsztedly, e.g., [I], [3], [4], [71, [9]. In 1972, D.A. Ronnett [3] gave an example of 
a Hausdorff symmetrizable space which is not subparacompact and contains a 
is not en constructed from this example a TI, 
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nonrHausdorR, example with a point which is’ &t &3&%t.. But ‘for ~spa& with 
stronger separa,tion properties, reguhttity be~n~~of.~&t~~ul~r interest, aIl’,que+ions . 
remaine,d open. Othe‘r examples, as well as theorems to indicate the failure of 
certain popular constructions’to yield examples, are giv@sr in [?I and [lo]. 
In what follows we finally lay questions 2and 3 to rest by constructing a regular 
symmetrizabie space which is not sub~arac~mpact, an~.~~a~ti:~l~~~~,$e~. which is not , P 
a &-set. Using this ex&& we con@& 3 Mau$doiff ~x~~~~~“a~r~~~~~~est~i~n 
1 in the negative, We alsd use the notion, of seqMerttia1 order 2) to give partial 
solutions of question 1 in &he a%rmative, ven for spt:lces much more general than 
symmetrizable spaces. 
1. Sequentid spaces 
Suppose X is a topological space and A c X. We define &(A) = A and suppos- 
ing K&Q) to be defined for p < cy E Ord, we define 
if a is a limit ordinal, and 
&(A) = (x 1 there is B sequence in&(A) converging to x} 
ifa!=&i-1. 
The sequential order of X 3 defined to be the least ordinal ar such that K,(A)= 
A’ for every A c X This is denoted by o?C) 3x1. [2]. The following is well-known: 
Theorem 1.1. A space X is sequential if ad only if a(X) exists. In this case, 
cr(X)W~. 
We will find it convenient to define a 1Jointwise s quential order as follows: 
U(X, X) = min{cr 1 x E .a +x E K,(A)}. 
It is easily seen that 
a(X) = sup{&, X) 1 x E Xl. 
For the benefit of the reader, we include the following definitions. 
om L2. (a) A space is called weMy first countable [l] if and only if there is 
a function B: u x X + P(X), the power set of X, such that for each x E X, 
n B(P,x)={x} and B(M-~,x)=B(~~,x) fornakb 
neo 
and U c X is open if and only if for each x E 0 there is IBM E o with B( 
such a case, we call a wfc-system for 
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(b) A space is called an 9+~11zce [7] if and only if it has a wk-#system B with the 
additional property that if H i!; closed and xe H, then there exilrnts n E w suchl that 
for each y E B(n, x)\(x), there is n, E w with 
(c) A space is called an 3$-space [S] if and or~ly if it has a wfc-system with the c 
.additional property that if H is closed and U! H, then there exists n E w su& that 
for each y E B(n, x)\(x) there is ny E w wita y& UtEH B(n,, 2). 
One easily sees that the following diagram exhibits the relationships among these 
classes. No arrows may bc reversed. 
Diagram 1.3. 
symmetrizable space -) &-space -, 9kpace + weakly first countable space 
It is 
easy. 
that all of spaces are sequential, and the follawing result is also 
Theorem 1.4. If X has a wfc-system such that for y E Ben, x)\\fx}, a(y, X) s n for 
some natural number n, then a@, X)S n + 1. 
2. PoSnts and G&-sets 
Theorem 2.1. If X is a regular S-space and a(X)< 2, then every point of X is a 
Gagset. 
Proof. Suppose X is a regular &space rkith a(X)< 2. Let x E X. For each pair 
(n, m)e o x o, we define 
B n.m = u{B(m,z)l a~B(n,x)}. 
Let An,m = X \BnSm. Since X is Hausdorff, it is true that whenever a sequence 
(z, 1 n E o) converges to a point z E X, we must have (z&z E O) eventually in B(k, z) 
for each k E cr). Thus &(A,,,)n.B(n, x)=0, and so K&4n,m)n{x}= 0. Hence 
x E Int B,,,,,, for each pair (n, m)E w x o. Wow since X is regular we may chossc, for 
each (n, m)E o x o, open sets G,,, such that x E G,,,,, c G,,,,, c B’,,. Let 
-- 
)1(x}. There is n E L-. such that p@ B(P, x), so there is 
z E B(.m, ~)\{a) there is k, E o with &g, z} $ Bn,k,. Eence 
z & Bn,k, 3 D. Hence B(m, p) n D c (PI= 
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Sugq~ose q& D. Then if q E D, we must have . 
q E n G,,:~ = f7 oa.m c=n B,,, mm nm 4M 
Hence there is m E u such that B(m, q)n D = 0. Thus .D is closed, and P\{x} is a 
closed discrete subset of X\(x). 
For ‘each 12 E W, let Hn = D\B(n, x); ‘Sinc=lle H, “x&5 nn sequential imit points, we 
have H, closed for every n E o. Let U, = X\HPr Then &learly 
Ix)= (n G,m) n (cl U.), 
nm n 
and so {x} is a Gagset. 
The proof above may be modified slightly to obtain x:le foblowing result. 
‘I%eoremi 2.2 ,IrpX ii a Hausc;lo~# Z&space and a(X) < 2, thest every point of X is a 
G--set. 
Proof. E’c;;fikx~ the first part of the previous proof, but let D ‘J n Bnt Bn,m. Suppose 
p f R. There is n E o such that p& B(n, x), so there is m E o such that for each 
y E B(m, p)\(p) there is k, E u with y & B,+ Hence I3(m, p)n D c (Q j and so D\(x) 
is closed discrete in X\(x). The theorem now follows as in the previous proof. 
CoroiParp :,?.2.1. If X is L;! Hawdorff symmetrizahle space with cr(X)s~ 2, thepi every 
point of JC is a G&-set. 
3. Examples 
Example 3.1. *7kere is a regular symmetrizable space X with V(X) = 2 which is not 
subparacjIDmpact andcontains a closed set which is not a &set. 
roof. Let D be a discrete space of cardinality c. The ide:a is to add a closed 
discrete s;et ,F of cardinality c to M = flEzr Di, where Di = D for i = 1,2, . e + Let 
B(xl, x2, * ‘9 9 xk)-.{y~~(yi=~i,i”-1,2~~-~,k}, 
and let 
subset C of A&, it fol\ows that F c&not be a G&-set. 
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The c:onstruction is as follows. Let F = (a! 1 a <: c}, and let 3’ be the set of all 
countable subsets of u& 1 A& such that each S E 9’ is contained m some A&, and 
distinct members of each S are contained in distinct members of Mt. Wel’l order 9’ 
as {So 1 at cc}, and let k((~) be such that S, c A&+ WC inductively def:ne 
sequences 
~r,:N-*u& and B,:N+ G Mk 
k-l 
such that 
(I) if i # j, then sn(i) and s,(j) are not in the same element of SQ ;
(2) s&)E I&(n); 
(3) B=(@)c U~m+k(a) bfi; 
(4) if cy c/3, then 
That this construction can be carried out follows easily from the fact that each. 
s,(n) has the form (x1, x2,. . . ) where xi ED, so if B(xl, x2, . . , , X&E & there 
are c choices for .&(a)+) and fewer than c Q’S and B4’s previously chosen. 
If X, y E M, let 
where 6(n)= 0 if x,, = y, and 6(n) = 1 if xn # yn. We now extend d to all of A4 u F 
as follows: 
d(a, x)== d(x, a)=L if s,(n)- x; 
n 
d(a, t&=0; 
d(x, y ) == 2 otherwise. 
Let ,Y = M CJ F, ropaiogized with this symmetric. If x E Jd, then s,(N)n B(x, 1) 
contains at most ane pcint for each a! E F. Thus 
1 B&I)] is finite for each cu E F, u Z 13, as is caasily zxxn 
us not perfect, 
nable, or sdqjaracampact. Let 
Fe ==(a eF f k(r)2n}. 
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Then F, is a decreasing sequence of closed sets, and jTF& F, := 0. Suppose r’li:, is ,an 
open set containing .& Let A, =t; {B E ~~&A& 1 U, rt W # 01. Let An,k = A,, 1’4 Mk. 
Suppose 1 JA,,~ is ndot contaksj in finitely many elements of h& Then there is some 
& c A,,,, with m 2 n. (We take m =Z k if k: B n, $ Nadir ~lr fZ Ffl, and sU (N) c LJ&, so 
(US&\ Ufl # QI, but IJ& t IJAn c X\ U,, 211 con!.ratiktion. Thus UAnvk is contained 
in some finite union of elernents of ./WI, and so !,_ J:~ f .A. is container4 in the union of 
some countable cokct,ion C of elements of jrtil,, ‘I.‘huz; U,, is densit: in M\UC folr llzvery 
n,. Since .iW\cj’C if a Baire space,. 
Thus X iis nut countably metatompact. Obviously, the same proof shows thallt F is 
not a &set. 
Exampie 3.1 may be modified in the following way to answer question 1 j,n tke 
introducltion in the negative for Hausdorff spaces. The question remains 0p’i.n for 
regular spaces. This example also shows that #the assumption in Theorem It.2 of 
a(K js 2! may n.ot be omitted. 
Example: 3.2. There is a Hausdorf symmetrizable space Y with a(Y) = 3 which 
contains LI point which is not a C&set. 
Proof. Let X=AIuF be the space of Example 3.1. Let E;;={a~Flk(a)~2}. . 
Let Y := X (.J (NJ]. Extend the symmetric on X to Y by defining 
1 
d(a,a)=d(qa)=- if a) c F”\F,+l, n 
and 
d(x, 00) = d@, x) = 2 otherwise. 
The same proof as above shows that the point 43 is not a &set. 
The next example answers a question of G.M. Reed. Pt has nothing to do with 
symmetrizable spaces, but since it is an easy lnodification of Example 3.1, we 
inc!ude it here. 
pit! 3.3. There is a regulat space Z with a a-locally-countable base which is 
not tke]kzaEk and has a closed set which is not a Ga-set 
Proof. The space .Z is the space X of Example 3.1, but we define a neighborhood 
ofapoin~ta~FtobleoftheEorm~~}u~~~~~B~(a!)),k=1,2,....Wealsoaddthe 
followiqg condition to the induction hypothesis (l)-(4) when constructing the B,‘s: 
(5) if BP(n)= B(x1, x2, . . . y xk(B), . . . , x,,), then 
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That Z is reglukar follows easily from properties (1) and (4). Now cons&r the set 
& ={&(j) 1 j E IV and j(a) = k}. From property (5), it follows that any element of 
Mi+l hrits at most one element of Bk. From this it easily follows that 
\{a}~ 5 Rx(j)1 k(a)= k} 
j-n 
is a locally countable disjoint coilection for every k and n and so 2 has a CAocally 
countable base, which is also cP-disjoint. 
Our next example shows that the assumption of regularity in Theorem 2.1 may . 
not be omitted. 
Example 3.4. There is a Huusdorff Sspzce X with a(X) = 2 which contains a point 
which is not a G&-set. 
Proof. Denote the irrational reals by 9, and let Q = {qlF q2, . . . } be a well-ordering 
of the rationals. For each rational number q, let {{aq,n}zz 1 1 a E A} be a maximal 
almost disjoint collection of sequences of irrationals converging to q. Let 
Define 
B(x, n)=(x) if x&Z?, 
and 
11 is easy to check that with the topology determined by this wfc-system, X Is a 
Hausdorff S-space with o(X)- 2. Also, the point 00 is not a &set since every 
neighborhood of 00 contains a dense open subset of 9. 
The fol!owing example shows ;hat the assumption of Mausdorff in Theorem 2.2 
may not be omitted. 
le 3.5 [7]. P. Harley hcas shown that o 1 with the co-finite topology is sjm - 
met&able, Call this spuce H. Then H is T1, symmetrr’table, and o(H) - 1, bu? no 
point of H is a Ga-set. 
Finally, we construct an example which shows that the assumption of g-spare in 
Theorem 2.1 may not be weakened. 
exanqle of E. van Douwen 161.) 
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&oof. Enumerate all countable subsets of )R whose closure $n’R is ui~i=ountabIe as 
{Km i a < c). Since each uncountable closed subset of R ha& c&din&y c, we can 
choose for each cy <c and n E N an irrational n&ber 
Let x = i,&J:zo P,.
Note tlhat the Pn’s are disjoint and, in fact, given any cy, x~,,, is in Pn for at most 
one n > 0. Note also that each P,,, n 2 1, is uncountable. (l?c.- n = 1, use the fact that 
the collection of rationals in any open interval of the real line is one of the sets K,.) 
Points of PO are isolated. For each x,,l E PI, pick a sequence (s,]T=l of points 
from K, converging to xu,l. Let 5 
~(&,l, n ) = {S.k I 2 4 LJ kK.1~. 
Now assume we have a locally countable, locally compact topology on UrZi Pk = 
Xm--l which is finer than the Euclidean topology. For xa,* E Pta, pick a sequence 
(s,}~~~ of points from & which converge to x’~,~. For each ct, let A, be a compact 
open neighborhood of sn in d “,+ of diameter less than l/pt, chosen so that the A,‘s 
are disjoi 9t. Let 
B(x,,??a, n I= 
Note that this maLcss X’, into a locally cornpact, locally countable zero-dimensional 
space s ith X,-I an open subspace. 
Add a point 0~ to .y = IJzxl ,Xk and let 
Let Y .= X u {a}. Clearly PO = Q is a countable dense subset of Y. To show that Y 
is Lindelijf, we shall prove that every neighborhood E:bjf 0~1 is co-countable. Suppose 
not.. Then there is a neighborhood U of 00 such that &\u is uncountable for some 
k 2 1. Then Pk\u contains uncountably marl? &&act &‘s. Since u is open, this 
means that Pk+l\u is uncountable, and by induction J’a is uncountable for all n 3 k, 
contradi4ztion. 
Thz a’bove proof shows that in fact &\u has countable Euclidean closure for 
every k 3 0. Since U con?sins X\X, for some 12, Ir’\U has countable Euclidean 
closure. Wi use this fact to show that Y is regular. Let Y\U = (~1, ~2, . . . , ) and let 
IQ, 221 l l . } be the set of Euclidean limit points of Y\U in U. For each n, let Vn an 
Un be basic clopen sets of radius less than I/:? containing y,, and zn, respectively, 
such that Uz c U. Note than any Euclidean limit point of Uz=l Vn which is not an 
element of U” ,,= I V,, is a Euclidear y limit point 3 Y\ UC Let 
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The,n W,., is a clopen set containing yn. Let W = ~_,/~=l Wa, and supgose x E X, 
x ti W. If A E: w, then x = z,,, for some ypi. Then a&l &) n W, = 0 for n 2 DL Thus 
x E Clnjf;=;’ Wk), z contradiction. Thus xe! @, and so W is clopen in Y, and 
contains Y\U Then Y\ W is a clopen subset of ‘U, so Y is regular (in fact, 
zero-dimensional). 
Remark. The contruction above also bears some s milarity to a construction by 
Jakovlev of a compact MausdorR weakly first countable space X such that o(X) = 2 
and a point of X is not a C&-set [8]. ‘However, JaLovlev’s construction used the 
continuum hypothesis. 
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